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see fee lee(27/08/1962)
 
I haven't passed an exam in school
I left school at the age 14
Not one blue mark but all red
The whole class I will
Be the last or second last
most word I can't spell
I just use the word I know
Sometime I know the word
But can’t find in dictionary
So I have to phone my brother
To spell it for me
and English is not my first
or my second language
I never can and never will
I start writing poetry at 43 now am 44
I have written over hundred
My hope bottom heart and wish
Someone out there
Publish my poetry all in a book
Riches is not my aim
My fulfill ness is to see
People in theworld reading my book
Know me as such
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03 January: Energy Gives It All
 
Recently I feel inflow of energy,
I feel, that it goes from this energy afar also is pure and heated
I think it is your love encourages me and given to me of forces
You operate on me even on such big distance ashore
I present, as you will operate, when you will close
I dream, seeing you walking above the sea as like walking in land
Have I perfectly wasted time?
The nature calms and pleases me
In time I frequently recollected walks
When the soft cool wind concerned my love
I represented, that this your contact
And you gently iron my cheek
And I feel yours you remoteness from me more and more
And from it to me it became whole
But I believe, that, despite of all barriers
I think that we in the future shall be together
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28 November: Early Birds
 
Early morn the ground is wet
Fewer birds fond to be up
To search for the best and healthy worms
Other lazing in the nests
Will be the last or nothing left
Be early and be the first
Cause no fight no clash
and be the one that grant much
My purpose of my life
I work hard and smart
and will be the first
I will find I will get
I will conquer
and I will succeed
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A
 
A day a night a dream
A hope a wish a pray
All day I thinking of you
Is impossible no to FB
At night I fantasize of you
Warm by side in mind
In dream I see image
Coming to my illusion
My hope you come
To me you real
Wish became truth
Meet in person and in flesh
The pray I ask is to fulfills
My life with you
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A New Year A New Counts Down - 2010
 
A New Year a new counts down - 2010.
 
A new counts down begin.
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 zero fireworks  cover skies.
People all over theworld.
Cheering Happy New Year 2010.
A New Year a new counts down.
And nothing is easy in life's.
family work and housing.
We are very fortunate.
with many close family.
and some don't have anyone!
forgotten. Dead or alive no one know.....
Is sad... It could be you.
be please to have a job.
It doesn't matter cleaning toilets, as long it paid the bills.
And shelter, How fortunate we are.
Winter, snowfall stopped traffic and transports.
A new start, begin.
like the weather, when it going to change.
We will never known.
fireworks display munificent colours.
But the beauty is not always there!
 
A New Year a new counts down.
What the weather be like today or tomorrow........
Will there always be a munificent fireworks?
Of cos no, what will happen in the next hour.
What change never be known
Hard time lighten heart.
Stop stop complaining.
Enjoy every moment we can.
Happy New year 2010
 
2009-12-23 By See
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A Person's Sky
 
A person's sky is very blue,
is blue a little melancholy;
A person's time is very free,
is free a little lonely;
A person's day is very relaxed,
is relaxed a little bored,
but thought of a person's time is very happy,
is happy a little sad.
I want to say to you,
that has you under the identical,
A piece sky also to have me,
many care about you the person,
even if melancholy is inexplicable,
but the emotion is actually sincere;
A person's time is very free,
but in this freedom lonely
only then understands the life the human can withstand;
A person's day is very relaxed,
Always anytime company from left and right
Thought of a person's time is very happy,
but that small not well-known
Sadly wants some people to undertake surely,
because to you all thought of that,
will look like that fine rain,
to be ordinary surely,
Flutters seeps my heart spleen.
Ha-ha,
I want probably so,
to think that your form and your talent,
the heart is always tranquil and fills with the move.
Therefore I said that a little heart movement,
for you understands my heart.
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Adults Play With Fireworks! You Will Be Burns
 
Adults play with fireworks! You will be burns
 
Why you adults never grow up? Playing with fireworks, it will burn oneself badly
and it never be heals!
 
I really don't understand, Why adults playing with fireworks and firing at their
neighbour's? 
Have they thought of what Consequence will costly to themselves and their own?
 
 
They both sign's agreement time after time, no more play ground staff's! Untied
nation
body help to make this agreement. Stop playing with firework and stop the
invention!
 
But how long did it last? A week? A day? Or a minute? Firework's firing into
neighbours
a seconds  of bright yellow' light with the horrible sounds that
no one like to heard it over again and again!
 
Maybe a life's been token or more, and the lights of the fireworks blinded all,
maker blindness retaliation to protect themselves, whatever means necessary!
The aggressions it not the making
it they created the maker! ! !
 
I really don't understand. The whole mid-east and throughout those world,
ongoing is attacking a small minority people?
In a tiny country! What fear has in them? What hatred really in those?
To the smallest minority race's living on mother earth?
 
Peace? No such a thing human or prays can give us Peace! ! ! Peace is in oneself
hand making and maker children must teach to love their neighbour. Peace to
oneself and the peace will be with us all
 
 
With peace to oneself: SEE
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All Day Long
 
All day long
I thought about you
 
Even when I tried not
To think about you
I thought about you
 
When I closed my eyes
But my mind open
I thought about you
 
When I thought about
The beauty of the season
I thought about you
 
When I thought about the
Warmth of the upcoming holidays
I thought about you
 
When I heard a love song
On the radio
I thought about you
 
When I checked my email
In ring my bell
I thought about you
 
Even when I said goodnight
To the stars and the moon
I thought about you
 
When I slipped underneath my blanket
And gave in to the bliss of sweet dreams
I thought about you.
 
I just cannot stop
Thinking about you
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Am I New Year
 
Am I New Year New Year
But I have propose begin and end
Thought this New Year
Goodness and the beauty
Rain dropp falling water and
Clean the dusky grounds
To Begin with big celebration
Throughout theworld with happy end
All join hands and sing the song
United theworld with Peace
 
Best wishing you and all
Happy New Year
Love you all
By SEE
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Angel & Man
 
angel live high up in the sky
man bottom down to earth
angel flying and swinging above
man looking up and down
angel giving man pain in the neck
man speak to the angel
it there a way we can meet half way
angel yes up way and down
soon it come our way
man I will be here waiting for this way
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Bad Boy Image
 
I am a bad boy image
I like Lady friends
lots and lots of them
I like to chat
with you Ladies
I like to laugh
with you Ladies
I like to have fun
with you Ladies
I like to be warm
with you Ladies
and we all be happy
so why I am a bad boy image
am I be judge by the cover of the book
that I don't know
why I am like this
am I a bad boy
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Battles Santa
 
We battles of thought and in mind
Satan is not far behind
We battles with family and friends
Satan is happy to see
We battles with the love one
Satan love it
We battles all our life
Satan is there to destroy us
 
BATTLES, BATTLES, BATTLES
 
Why let Satan control our thought and in mind
Why we think Satan is behind
We chose to became Satan
My excuse
No my fault blame Satan
Look deep in side
See you or Satan doing
Satan has no body
To me he don’t exit
If I am bad all come from myself
Not by Satan told me to
 
Nothing to worry
I know we all have
Satan within ourselves
But still we in control
Satan never can control my mind
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Be My One
 
Hi, Darling, honey, Bebe, sweetheart
and I call you with any sweet word.
You are in my dream, my life, my love,
my heart and in me forever.
We've been tangy.
At each other, all the time,
in second, in minute, in hour,
in day and night.
In week in month and year
the feeling strong and touch
with silent word,
and will never go away.
 
Be my one,
Darling, honey, Bebe, sweetheart.
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Big Man
 
BIG MAN
You lot criticizes woman
Dominate and control
Her cooking is bad
House work undone
Dishes haven’t wash
Take children to school
Wash my cloths and iron
Can’t you woman do anything right
 
But you man do nothing
At home
Coming home
Drunk with sickly smell
Aggressive and abusive
Demand sex
You not good in sex woman
But men last a minute
Turn round snoring to sleep
Cold man that a looser
I’m laughing to yours face
Ha Ha Ha
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Bird And Honey Bees
 
Bird and honey bees.
Bird singing beautifully on the tree top.
Each morning, I hear bird singing.
and it brights up my morning.
Come sings, let sing all along.
Come sing just my song.
 
Look honey bees bussing all around.
Busy making the sweet honey.
From the sweetest honey bees.
and it will never go bitter.
throughout their entire honey bees life.
 
I just listen to one bird.
but it Sing, the song that no one like.
and the song it just for me and i like.
Come a long, sing my song.
Sing the song and it will never end, with me.
 
Oh, my sweet lovely, honey bees.
Not the bee that stings.
But making the sweetest honey.
Come honey bees, let make honey.
Each mouth sweetness never end.
 
Bird you are gifted.
and honey bee you so sweet
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Body On Fire
 
Look the body on fire
Heat and flame is on
Fire come burn miss body
Hottest than volcano abrupt
Give me miss the body
I need the heat, Hot to live
Cannon burst volcano oh yes
firing inches body to body
melt so smell so yummy
burn and a life or dead be sorry
Healthy burn keep burn on burning
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Brother And Sister
 
Why we call each other
Brother and sister?
 
Why Brother call you Sister?
Why Sister call you brother?
Why Brother call me Brother?
Why Sister call me Brother?
 
That i want to know?
Don't you belief we know each other
in the PORMORTAL LIFE
and know we meet again,
in Human form
NEXT
We meet again in the
Father and Son
KINGDOM
There we will never be apart again
Without end
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Camera See.
 
Camera See.
 
I use my camera, as an eye in my heart.
I shoots and i capture reality.
no one left out and nothing is a lies.
but that just a picture’s.
Whatever hidden behind I don’t want to know.
tag itself in the picture’s.
Notice the truth selfish tagging.
SeePhotography,
is free for everyone to enjoy.
The moment, in Memory,  joy and tagging.
 
Your beautiful memory, capture forever in picture's.
One, I don’t really understand.
two or more people in the picture tags
but left one out of tag? .
Internet addy so call friends so they can be tag.
In picture’s tagging la-la friends.
Selfish and jealous I see..
If is your pride, that your problem.
It become to smell fishes.
I know is not your fear.
Whatever reason go away.
Prejudice will be deleted forever.
No time to wasted sharing with you..
 
A New Year a New cyber clean up.
many addy friends i haven’t seen
or sharing picture with me
This selfish la la, and tagging will be removed.
Capture  the moments.
How wonderful it is....
Sharing picture’s to family and friends.
Picture in memory.
those requests for tag and I never reject.
I think it time to ignore and no more..
give and take will receive.
Take not share, will be removed and block.
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Group picture Please don’t left anyone.
untag or don’t bother to tag at all.
No one is asking for anything.
or taking advantages to nobody.
Why make he or she feeling left out? .
That you to know and you will be remove and block.
Happy New Year - Go Go 2010
 
Camera See
 
2010-01-03 By See.
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Chance In Life
 
Life is like the weather
Changing everyday cold windy and sweat
Warm humid and nice
Just like sad pain and hurt
Love happy and good
Cold we need some heat
Windy we need to cover
Sweat we need to be clam
When sad we find comfort
When pain it take time to heal
When hurt we learn to forgive and forget
Love to loved and to be loving
Happy is fun and joy
Good forever and will be well
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Charming
 
Hellooo honey
Sure
Hi sweet heart
Now I am sweet
Dear darling
Aha
My babe
In your dream
 
Hi you pretty
Yap
Hi gorgeous
Get alive
Hi love
What love
Hi bird
Who yours bird
 
Your dude
All talk
Sweet
But bitter
Inside
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Chat Up Line
 
Hi beauty,
Compliment on great profile.
I’d love to know you more about you
Hope to heard from you soon
Or it you will broke my heart
 
Genuine
 
When I see you here
Your profile and your picture
If I don’t contact you
I might be a very stupid man not to contact you.
When can I take you out for a coffee?
 
see fee lee
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Cheering A New Year A New Start
 
The skies is black
But heart and soul
Brighter than before
Sparking stars on top
of London eye
Reds blues oranges lights
Yellows and greens lights
Colors of the night 
the rainbow lights
Brighten the whole skies and life
Celebrating a New Year
A new year a new start
A new chapter a new beginning
Forget the bad, cherish the GOOD
Wishing all happy and living healthy
Loving and Peace 
Best wishes
A New Propose a new achievements
Sincerely love you and all
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Christmas (Fallen Guy) .
 
Christmas (Fallen guy) .
 
Christmas  has come in the winter season.
and snows has start falling.
battling cold, sleeping rough on the street freezing.
For us it just like any normal day.
warm house, warm foods and warm baths.
We seem cannot see those fallen guy.
Living on the street.
Wonderful celebration, we all enjoy around theworld.
No one give a damn at them.
Daily passing by homeless.
This is Christmas celebrations.
Some church kindly offer shelters.
to the homeless. Hot soups and breads.
Can someone and everyone give them a look.
Please, bring some old clothing, make some sandwich and hot soups.
To the homeless.
For once, for a season.
For this celebration, to give and care.
Come together, we can make a difference.
To keep homeless warm.
My wish is not to see you another winter.
on the street.
God bless us all with warm clothing, shelters and foods.
 
Merry Christmas.
Love you all human.
 
2009-12-16 By See
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Christmas For Forgiveness
 
Throughout the year we make peace and war
To friends, family or colleges
Hurting word and cruel remark
Which hurt friends, family or colleagues?
Never talk again never sees or calls
No more friends lose our loved family
Never think of how to mend
Never know haven’t thought how hurtful it is
Maybe is because of pride and arrogance
Maybe is because we think
We right and there wrong not me
Does it right make amend?
For whatever we say or done
Ask forgiveness grant happy reunion
Christmas for forgiveness
I wish you all Happy Merry Christmas
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Christmas Is Wonderful
 
Christmas is wonder and specially brings joy into you
It comes right from your heart and let peace be with you
Is a time for love and fun feel the sun shine and bright
Feel the star light twinkles all night and the moon light
With warmth and Orange light
The sun brighten loved family and friends
The star twinkles happy healthy and strong
The moon warmth house protects and secure
GOD blessed your daily food and water
Freedom and peace
 
I wish you Happy Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
Happy healthy and peaceful throughout
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Christmas Missing Person
 
For years you been missing
No one knows you dead or alive
For goodness sake what have your mum and dad said and done?
You run away because some disciplines from mum and dad
Stopping you mixing with bad crowds
 
Girl may get pregnant from the man with no responsibilities
Run away hiding shame to be working girl
Boy may hang out with coward turfs
Shamelessly bullying and hurting young and elder people
 
Missing person into trouble
Become alcoholic and druggy
Going in and out of prison
Sleeping on the street with a blanket or cardboard box
 
STOP the shame and go home
To be a worthy human being
Your family is waiting for you to come home
Wish you happy family Merry Christmas
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Christmas Reunion
 
Christmas is only 10 days away
For most of us Christmas is just like any day of life
9 to 5 working but nothing can stop them make Christmas
The special day and reunion
 
Miss seeing whole family together throughout the whole year
The beautiful loving thought of buying presents to the loved
Make it a special Merry Christmas Reunion
Heart beating with joyful reunion
 
Kitchen with food and drinks smells this special day
House decorated with Christmas tree
Sparkling lights with all colourful presenting hanging
Each presenting represents the colourful joy in life
 
Family reunion is so beautiful like the rainbow upon sky
Christmas Reunion, do not leave a chair empty
Wish all family reunion
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
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Christmas Wanted One
 
Today is Christmas I want to be with the wanted one
Only you can make this Christmas never-ending
Whole new beautiful life and lasting no-end happy days
Today and everyday of our life together
One heart, the capturer enters heart
Two hearts become one beating joyfully
I am wanted, you are wanted
Both of you and me are wanted
Together every day is Christmas
Celebration and Happiness
New Year New Day Happy Daily
To the wanted one
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
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Christmas Wishing
 
Wishing you all
Warmth you peaceful
As we celebrity Christmas
Let us open our heart
With kindness and shall grant much happiness
Peace be with you
During this wonderful time of years
Warmth thoughts and best wishes
Happy Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year
 
From SEE
 
Wishing you Peace happiness and joy
You are a special unique being
You will find a saver warmth place
And do not worry your Health
Will recover in the speed of lighting
Stay strong keep well and
Your family and friends always
There for you and
Protect by thee LORD Amen
 
Best wishes warmest
Healthy and Peaceful
Merry Christmas and
New Year.
 
From SEE
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Cocky And Hens
 
Cocky and Hens
 
Hey, is Friday night dressing up and ready to plays
Thousands hen and a hundred Cocky game on
Rushing into clubbing Doom
Most hens going without much feathers on them
and the Cocky browersing at them, to find it way in
 
Entry your own free will; you welcome.
Clubbing Doom and the door it shut.
Doom men in black guarding at the door
Cocky flashing it male ego to find hens for stews
Buying couple of cheap drinks for an easy hen;
 
You take the offer and you know nothing is free from cocky
You dance you drinks, you showing of your body movement
Itching body bottom shakes and part.
Cocky has all the recipes to make you high
That why you feather less asking to be stews
 
He have his stews and pick his tooth
This Hens will not be flesh anymore
Hen, waking up cannot remember who my Cocky
Where else he disappear before the sun rise?
Doom night, with scars in life
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Come Together
 
My children
come together
young and old
come together
all race and cultures
come together
all religions and non religious
come together
 
let's join together
let's laugh together
let's have fun together
let’s all be happy together
and live side by side together
we are the same kind
and will be together
 
'Love you all
my children'
 
See Fee Lee
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Couple
 
We been through the good and bad
We have face it all
Laughter and tears
We have been through it all
 
Hurt and pains
Broke and success
Still we stood by each other
Leaning a shoulder to cry
 
We have much fun and joy
That we have shared
and happy memories
 
We are couple
You make from my rib
Together we as one fresh
My angel
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Creature
 
Creature
 
The most beautiful creature on earth
The different build and height
That bodily hunger to strike
The fragile of this creature
Make us love them more and more
But their air given us a headache
And the body makes us craving for more
You can’t refuse and want more and more
Because we cause the creature air
To behave badly and yourselves is a creature
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Cry Baby
 
Baby crying out loud and in pain
Mamma rushing to feed babe
Cause of love and caring for both
Cry baby cry let mamma know
You want to be feed
You want to be hugs
Cause I want to cry out and loud to clean
I am in pain and have to cry
To theworld for peace
Not just for food and attention
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Cry Baby For The Peace
 
Cry baby cry make them listen and heard
Cry to mama papa cry to friends of theworld
Cry out loud to theworld make them heard your cry
That your are hungry in pain and sadness
Hunger without foods the greedy take all
Pain to see and heard so much heartless and uncared
Sadness of diseases transmitted onto good kind
This is shadow diseases and become monster
And kill every mankind even it own kind
And their own religion kind and is human “WHY”
Just because of dislike and selfishness
And diseases you can only inhales
Sickness to domination and is murderer
Poison air you can only ever breaths
Please mama feed my hunger
Please papa heal my pain
Please friends of theworld cure these diseases
Us human dead horribly from this diseases
Help-help can you all heard my cry
Baby doesn’t want to see or heard these diseases on this earth
If you all want baby to grow happily and tall
Please mama please papa please friends of this earth
Shake our hand and join hand in hand
Baby lives and love you all
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Cry Baby For World Peace
 
Cry baby cry make them listen and heard
Cry to mama cry to papa
Cry to friend’s people and theworld
Make them heard your cry
You are hungry in pain and sadness
Hunger without food the selfishness takes all
Pain to see and heard so much heartiness and uncared
Sadness of war and killing because of domination and hatred
Please mama feed my hunger
Please papa heal my pain
Please friend’s people theworld cure my sadness
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Cyber Space
 
We search in cyberspace
Space is so unreal
Transport faster than lighting
close and in front
Messengers we sent
Virtual in second
chat so real
But can only feel
Never touches or smell	
you not far away
could be in town
city or my space
Harder to believe
We feel and touch
Cyber beaming
Electrify charges
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Cyber Space Woman
 
The most beautiful creature
In space
I seem so unreal but she a where
See her in space
When ever we want
And she always a there
Chat in Virtual space
Day or night 25/7
Is she the best is she the half?
Is she the one is she the waiting
Without her I will be sad
My whole life been waiting just for her
Come come to me
My love and in your fresh
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Cyber Woman Dream Is You
 
Magical dream beam thought space
Love warmth weather and unchanged
Like the sun shine brightly and daily
The warm beam light consequently
Pleasant for me to feel and touch
On my person and on your body
You are not present near me
But I so would like to feel and touch
Take your hand on my person
I very much want, ironed your hair
Caress your body, kisses your lips
I think that my dream
Will carry out only you in fresh
As in a virtually tale
You think as well as weather is not
I so would like to embrace
Kiss; touch your breast feel the body
But you are not present near to me
And I so much would like it
I think I have found such woman
Who is necessary for me?
Which I will understand, different space
And this woman is you
Grateful to destiny, that I have met you
I always asked when you will be a reality
And now I ask you, my love
When is your fresh come to life?
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Day By Day
 
I whisper to you and pray
To you my GOD
Let there be my footstep
To guide my feet
Always be my reliable feet
Let no pain touches me
Live long and happy life
My life has changed
I have grown fond of you
Think of you as I present myself
Who really cares and guides me
If an angel had come down from HEAVEN
To present me with happiness and joy
To warm my soul, not be fierce cold
To replace water to heat
I simply could not imagine
What will be, if I shall lose you?
Step by step, foot by foot
I shall follow your footstep
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Delight Goodness
 
I love the mongo tasted
The papaya smell bite of apple
Tastes of the woman
It smell from miles away
Sport light shines in front
With all is bite weaken the man
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Discovery The Stranger
 
The wife the lover and mother of our child
She toke the risk Cross Ocean and flies from skies
To reach another stranger to be her beloved
And will be the father of the children
But how can it possible she can’t spoke my language
The culture thinking and way of life
It not the same will it work how long will it last
To me I love the stranger quality risk she takes
and she give up all, hometown and family
The beauty is we start to learn each other language
To understand each other what she talking about
Not just that but each day we discover each other more
Wow your weather is the same wind blows in different way
Just like here nothing different food are even better than here
It make wonderful because we both will never get bored
Each day sometime new each day is new
A new discovery a new happiness I enjoy
Discovery the stranger your entire life
Will never be an end of discovery
 
Treat the stranger well remember she give up all
From millions of her kind
But she chose you and love
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Disease
 
disease
 
I don’t agreed in civil war,
insurgent and Terrorism,
causing ruin of disease from those devil’s
feeding poison with word from the lord.
reality and truly is their own greediness.
and selfish craving for is own evil power.
injecting disease into innocent being,
and forcing them to accept, if not you will go to hell!
 
I don’t think human being are that foolish.
no knowledge what they doing.
or become and became inhuman!
word to protects? fights and kills.
thought is right and think blessed.
and what really is in their mind?
do they genuine believe paradise exit?
don’t they know, what they doing?
you playing ugly will be ended very ugly.
no heaven or earth, for you to go or return.
 
devils feeding preys,
Tiger, you can’t and cannot be capture alive.
and instructed to kill themselves.
Muslim, missions is to be a martyrs.
promising 100 virgin’s and go to paradise.
if there one such the paradise!
preacher feeding believer to believe.
and why don’t  those devils go first into paradise?
but sending your child and your woman to kills and die?
 
terrors and civil war never stop!
from Africa to Asian and to mid-east.
why why why, we killing our own!
neighbours and surrounding?
Africa civil war and terrors been on going.
100 years or more and on.
independent Asians proud to be.
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but never stop warring against own and former countrymen?
terrors is daily living by.
the mid-east, history repeats itself.
brothers killing brothers true deadly.
2000 years of bloods-line.
never ending history?
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Earth Creature
 
The most beautiful creature on the earth
Which float on earth visible to seen
The build and height body illusion our mind
Which bodily hunger to strike on your eye
The fragile of this creature make the light
Shining through top and bottom tiny bit
Make up grow up horny and large
Refuse no way eat me away
Because we stone the creature air
To behave wildly and ourselves is a creature
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End Day Wishing
 
30 December: End of day end of last.
We grant new day new year and grant long
 
We will never know when the day will end
Tomorrow there comes New Year
Congratulate the year happy on
Alluring passion grace of the ages
Desired of the hearted soul
Wonderful the feeling touching year
Four season to look forward
Once more unlock my heart
Which I haven’t whisper your name
My soul echo and loud
To let you to know
This year excellent and joy
Tomorrow the year and on
 
Wishing you all looking forward New Year
Work on what we haven’t done much last
and work it good and well
Best of luck to you and all
Happy New Year to you and all
SEE
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Eve Day
 
EVE day prepare morrow come
Through the night seen long
Next morrow better to come
The joy it come and forward ahead
Challenge and task
 
Each morrow achieve and grow
Each day is an EVE night
Waiting for morrow better day
Positives thinking through EVE and
Looking forward for morrow come
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Eve Days
 
EVE day prepare morrow come
Through the night seen long
Next morrow better to come
The joy it come and forward ahead
Challenge and task
 
Each morrow achieve and grow
Each day is an EVE night
Waiting for morrow better day
Positives thinking through EVE and
Looking forward for morrow come
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Facebook Addy
 
Facebook addy
 
Friends and  social, drinking pal and party events.
we meet so many nice people.
just gather together having fun and look silly.
hooray, great fun jolly group.
Interesting, is we don’t even speak more the two word.
Let along seeing each other.
Waiting for the next shout.
 
Friendly few get together for a social drinks.
party, feel warm and welcome.
you’re invited, to my party.
or just come along with friends.
Get yourselves a drinks and feel free to chats.
You make the party and is your party.
have fun.
 
Facebook addy friends, and sharing.
social site, tagging friends and jolly.
cheering and comment on each other.
harmless fun, so fun so lovely.
and making friends.
Remove delet and block.
Why, take thing so personal.
 
you delet other, other delet you.
but why, swearing every words you can find!
to people whom delet you?
Why why why, make oneself such an ugly person?
I really don’t know why, taking revenge, what about?
In this world i won’t miss such a Facial.
Facebook addy.
 
How can it be possible.
To communicate with such a behaves.
hatred within rush,  into vengeance.
In cyber, fight, loud cries for kill.
What will you think if we meet is the flesh.
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Stabbing gather your mates.
taking revenge?
 
If you was delet by me.
I’m truly sorry nothing personal.
I feel nothing more you and me to share.
Please, don’t take it personal, cos I as one been delete.
I never ask, I never mind.
but I see the best friendship.
We email text  and call each other.
out for a drinks and meal.
or come to my place.
 
Go Go 2010, you give you receive, taker only will leave alone.
 
2010-01-19 By See
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Flame On
 
I come from afar
Past ocean mountain land
and reach the skies
Flame on red and hot
Little brother up pointing skies
Invitation you will never refuse
Open all private paths
Welcoming flame invade all
Little brother and sister
Happy flame is on
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Fly
 
I wait till my wing grow and ready to fly
Fly high to the skies with eagle eye
Crying to all that I love the you
Emotions overfull me so much
Hear me and be my bride
Fly with me as whole
But is seem you flow away as
Water in the river and back and not return
I am glad, that I have you
My second half, my heart, my soul
and nested in my nest
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Fly Home
 
Fly home there will be shine
with bright orange light
Fly home there will be sweet
with bright orange light
Fly home there will be caring
with bright orange light
Fly home there will be lovely
with bright orange light
Fly home there will be comfort
with bright orange light
Fly home there will be fortune
with bright orange light
Fly home there will be future
with bright orange light
Fly home Fly home to your nest
with bright orange light
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Gaza Broken Tears
 
Gaza broken tears
Tears sadness, when we been told we done wrong
Tears pains, when we been discipline
Tears hurts, when we lost and alone
Happy, joy and feeling greats proud with tears
Because we are human being
When I see this GAZA girl broken tears
Broken Tears dropping from her eye
Her heart been tear apart, this world it so unfair to her
Nothing left for her all gone
Why this thing happen to her
She just a little girl, what can she be possible do any harm to anybody?
Why, you have to punish her like this
Tearing her hearts into millions pieces
And why, you adults make it possible sitting down and keep talking
Whatever tensions and grieve, resort it in a peaceful manner
Don’t you adults ever think of your children?
How we been taught, we needed both to guide us
We needed to learn loves and living in peace and happiness
But you adults show us such examples
Hatred killing and murdering WHY
What we will become when we grown up?
Do you want and expect us to follows your footsteps?
I believe we both want peace, and it doesn’t matter who start first
What does matter, If we acting aggression towards each other
No one ever thought of consequence can last for generations
T o the Israelis, I know our adults have been making troubles to you sometime.
But we both know the trouble it does not only cause by our adults only
Sometime is from you Israelis and I know we have been
Unfriendly, toward each other over half a century
But one thing I do want you, to give a thought, do you want your own little girl
like me
with broken tear the rest of her life?
I believe you don’t want this happen to her.
I am begging to you Israelis, please to be kind and gentles, toward us even so
our adults acting rush
Please have big hearts spared us, don’t destroy our villages and us.
Just because you looking for somebody or groups, you destroy everything
and we are innocence we did not make any trouble towards you
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And not all our parent’s and I am ashamed of our government
don’t have enough power to stop this troublesome people here
Show me show us you are genuine gentlemen, show us peace. We ready to give.
 
I believe you got much to learn from us happiness!
To be unity amongst us and living in Peace
Gentle will receive more respects itself and kindness will be blessed in peace and
happiness
GAZA broken tears: See
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Go On To 2010
 
Go on to 2010.
 
Go on to 2010, another year past.
It seem, like yesterday same old faces.
and new, together we go on to 2010.
Looking forward to this wonderful new year.
happy new year 2010.
Much joy and love, give and take.
Selfish and jalousie, will be stranded.
giving in full hearted and will rewarded.
 
 
Forgive and let it be forgotten.
what has I done to upset you?
or said somehow you feel uncomfortable!
I am sorry, I can't turn the clock back.
and I am sorry I cannot take back what  I said.
I wish I can turn it round.
That me, and you can only be oneself.
You never can be him and she will never can be you.
Don't stand at the corner whispering,
looky and never compared.
Be one and be yourself.
 
Come together go on to 2010.
Each day ahead has so much bountiful.
for each and everyone to explores.
Life's a living, living all together.
together in peace. Peace for love.
Love is happiness, happiness for family and friends.
Come together go on to 2010.
and don't look back but keep
happy memories alive and continues
 
2009-12-25 By See
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Good To Write Poems
 
I want everyone in theworld
To write poems
Poems is the best to happy writing
Anger sad and pain
Which you write it in poems
Heal faster and better
Than any medicine in theworld
Because I know I write
In anger sad pain and much joy
Romance exotic and love
Society reality and life
Religion GOD and fantasia
I write what I feel and heard
Peaceful within, no more hurt or sad
Anger all to happiness and
Forgiveness you find
Solution you get
The joy the fulfillment
The happy feeling and heal
I can’t felt it until each poem I write
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Haiti Appeal
 
Haiti Appeal
 
Nature disaster no human can plan and control it.
It come it come nothing like the hurricane or tornado
We can have a day ahead  hours to warns people get out of there.
now and soon.
Disaster can happen any time any where.
Each time happen the horrific you heard
Bury alive young and old, children and whole family
wipe out.
Well, you ask me is there a God
No I don’t think there a God. if there is one he must be blind.
Sincerely, sorry, how i put it.
I don; t have a  better to express oneself.
Why why why
this thing never stop and hitting the poor and the poorest.
I don’t mean it should hit the rich.
This should not happen to anybody or anywhere.
If there a God! ! ! !
 
I’m human i live with the human world.
and i see, I heard, I feel human come together.
All around theworld,
so kind offer to help giving aid and muscles
to digs and hope we find the survivors.
Aloud there cries without a tears.
Aid and donations to Haiti.
But what will happen when the camera gone?
will we still remember, will we still help?
will the giving continues?
Haiti to rebuild their life’s?
 
This night, a small group (The Black Londoner)  
Come together and talk.
We must do something to help this people.
Human just like you and me. Anything,
Human blood is warm and Mother nature.
nothing we can do when or where.
But we still can do a lot to help the survivors.
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To rebuild their life’s.
This people it not rich.
Just have a normal pay worker.
But there all has the heart of gold.
Do care, do remember, how life’s it is.
You poor, you become invincible
In most human eye and deaf ear.
 
Please open eye and ear to feel your heart.
This people does needed help.
Put both your hand feel your heart beat.
You can, give a bread and give a drinks.
Every human can affords to give something.
Come together, you can, I give....
 
Thank you to the United Nations and i want
to see all nations come together
Peace and Love, You can,  I give....
 
2010-01-29 By See
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Happy Birthday
 
Happy birthday to you
You won my heart
Because your cyber electrify
It shocked me to millions volt
And you claim my star
To twinkle into your life
And wish you happy birthday.
Your hearts will sparker and whole
 
From SEE
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Happy New Year 2009 A New Beginning
 
Happy New Year 2009 a new beginning
 
to begin with make peace with family and lover, we haven't talks much a miss
in the past year! Maybe is the feeling that hurt us, maybe is our pride it hold us
back?
 
a new begins, stop, pause and think. They are my family. They don't really do no
harm to me. Maybe is over protection, maybe is oneself don't care what life's I've
into?
I don't listens, I don't care, all I want is. I do what I want? Lot of shouting,
quarrels  ugly s words
that cannot be mended from the past.
 
A new beginning 2009, a New year, We got to start! For PEACE! To anyone we
have talks, we have not in contact. Give them a call, Give them a text. A simply
text, call you always in my heart!
Let it all begin and throughout the Year.
 
I wish you all Happy New Year 2009 a New beginning.
 
With Joy: See
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Happy Singles Valentine’s Day
 
Happy singles Valentine’s Day
 
Valentine’s day come once a year.
Do not feel disappointed if you single tonight
No gifts of chocolates or flowers
No special someone present
Go out have fun enjoy
Who know who will be around?
Tonight is the night
Take a look around but don’t be desperate
First come do not jump on the bike
We cannot know how deep if it falls again
Can you afford to make another mistake?
A little bit of flirting, A little bit of hugs,
And a little bits of kisses to be the beginning
Set in motion it harmless thing to begins
To enjoy this wonderful single Valentine’s Day
Hope the one we meet tonight will be the last.
The one we been waiting for such a long time.
The Love of our lives has begins
And Hope we will meet again another day,
To make this a memory night for rest of our lives
Happy singles Valentine’s Day
Big hugs and kisses to all sweet singles
By SEE
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Heaven Sent Down A Cupid
 
I believe you are very open and sincere person
Your warm word touched out heart
I hope we will make our wish
This dream come truth one day
I feel so close to you
At home work and sleep
Holding you in my arm
Running my fingers through your hair
Looking deep into your eye
Tasting the warm moist lip
Heaven sent down a cupid
Struck and arrow in my heart
This arrow was charged by your energy in your name
And you became the unique owner of my heart
And it belong to you and only you
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Here Come Theworld	
 
Lovely happy people and joy
Colorful culture and race
Cuddly kisses all around
Hugging and all
Kind and caring
Honest and humble
Happiness surrounds
With peace
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Humble
 
A humble being and a kind heart
But as a human is not prefect
Other has cold blooded heart
Kind to being animal and plant
But we dislike each other way
Killing animal just for fun
Nature we destroy much
Care for old care for young
Care for other, but elderly are left alone
Young been abuse dislike other much
Humble is for loving and to all
Peace and harmony
Pure happiness we find
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I Am The Man
 
I am the man
Do not feel pains or hurts
Make from iron
My heart is makes of steel
Hardest and strongest of all
Iron is a thing without a feeling
You can hammer it
As hard as you like
It impossible to feel a thing
Scream back or challenges back
Bands it thrown it away
Or bury it into cements
Burns it till in melts
And make it into statue
The man make of iron
Am I the man from IRON?
without the feeling?
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I Am The Man Without Tear?
 
I am the man without tear?
Who don’t feel pain cannot be hurt
Heart broken without a tear out of my eyes
What are tears?  Sorry, I can’t just to show
When my heart been tearing to millions pieces
And you ask for my tear
You want my tears and how much do you want?
A bottle it a joke, a bucket laughing out loud
or full bath tubs go to hell and die!
Will a bottle, will a bucket or the full bath tubs
Of my tears drops
I give I show will it make the different
And what can you do to mend
My heart has been tearing into to millions pieces
Forgive me I will not give you a dropp of my tear
Truly I don’t think you see or feel a thing
Because you think I am the man
You think I am Painless and bad
Please don’t think like this my love
My heart is pouring out of bloods
Uncontrollable not the tear from the eyes
You will never know
You will never understand
You will never see
I am the man without a tear out of my eyes
You want to see
I am happy to make peace and forget and give
To do my best to make you happy
I love you on loving you I don’t want to lose you
My heart is dead like hit by a 10 tons lorry
A dropp of tear pain can’t be describe
A bottle of tears hurting so much powerless to mend
A bucket of tears like been shots by machine gun
Hundred holes bloods dripping  uncontrollable
A full bath tubs I will sure die.
No tear, I can’t give you tears
Maybe is my fault make you cold
Maybe it best not show with tears
I know tears we see is painful and hurt
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And tears we cannot be seen
Tear unseen look coldest
Because my tears is inside you can’t see
The tear you ask to show is a crocodile tears
Because we are human being seeing is believing
I love you and you know I love you
and I know you love me
I give; I give but not to ask a back
Please can we stop the tears and fights
Forget stupid’s arguments   
Because I am stupid to love you
And you stupid to love me
The chemistry is the same
At the bottom of the heart
love I see loving one another
Even with only daily water with rice
the rest of my life
I will not give you wealth and material thing
But the riches I will give is daily joy
On living on loving on happiness
And the tears you can’t see full stop
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I Been Walking On The Earth
 
I been walking on the earth
To long, I am not old young or teen
But I am tired without a rest
Happily bring home one to one
 
This could work but go with the wind
Another one comes connect and even sign contract
Without lasting and long painful end
 
Stop, no more enough is there a mate out of billions
One found one the one?
I walk me walking to tired and sit down for a rest
Resting and see theworld go by
 
My thought spanning and mind confuse
But my heart beating, my time has come
The one the last I been waiting for a long time
 
In my soul see the one the future
She walks in front of me
See and Concentrated don't let her go by
She frightens cold and lonely
 
Grab her, Hold her and hugs her tire
Her soul lost doesn't know what if? and need comfort
But her need is to be sure her
 
Protects her safe guiding her to love and care
You will find only the if you see with your heart
But not with your eyes seeing the beautiful
Seeking happiness and don't ask for more
 
Your past my past will not open again
Future we see, Be grateful; cherish the one and the last
Happiness and wonderful joy at last we found each other
 
Our life fulfill a whole
Till dead do us apart
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I Came
 
2 thousands years ago
I came I teach I preacher
I heal I cure sickness
It still not enough for you and all
I been away 2 thousands years
Mankind haven’t chance a bit
Mankind will never get along
Way of resort different is through
WAR and KILLING
Dislike and hatred
Because of selfishness and greed
My heart and tear
Pouring out in blood
If you believe in me
Join hand in hand
and all shall be glorify
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I Can Hear Feel It Clearly They Do Want Peace
 
I can hear feel it clearly they do want Peace.
For Peace is to them understand oneself and another.
Why we been killing each other more the half century?
GOD honours us so cruel to each other?
They speak the same language I believe!
And I hear the voice the sound the cries
You both got to open your eye and heart.
No more killing no more any kind attacking toward each other
And most important don’t let the outsider
To make us angry and hatred
Biting tongues, heart stopped without a feeling
Retaliations whatever mean necessary, either sending our own
Baby to be Martyrdom and does anyone of you see any difference
Your baby was killed by your opponent is sad and so much pain!
But sending our own baby to be Martyrdom is hero and blessed in Paradise?
This I honest don’t understand? Forgive me my Lord in Heaven
No I don’t see any difference, all I see and hear daily
Their mind and thought carryings with hatred and dislike? WHY
How much more lives both going to  lost?
How much more pain?  How much more?
Does anyone ever think and thought this way the killing will never be stopped?
Why, I think both already know WHY!
Please, I beg you both Give a thought and feel the bottom of your heart
See with your eye, living in Peace!
Let it be PEACE amongst both. Let the past be by gone.
God bless us all: See
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I Can Make Change Just To Reach Out
 
I can make change just to reach out
To reach out to somebody hands
I can make a change reach out openly to opponent
I can make a change we can be friends
I can make a change reach out for love
I can make a change reach out reach for Peace
Reach out and said Hello
Reach out and said how you do
Reach out and said you beautiful
Reach and said I love you people
Reach out, hugs one nearest to you
And give a hugs to everybody
Reach out, and touch both hands
And feel their faces
Feel is feel he is good, feel it feel she is nice
Reach out it a beautiful thing to do
and scream out loud
Show some sincerity
I love you all people
Reach out, reach out
You will see beautiful in life
Beautiful in life: SEE
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I Had Born
 
A star, upon the skies
Highest and brightest sign 
He born into fresh and bone
He come and to heal
To take all sin of us
Pick a date as his
To remember as his birth
Jingle jingle Christ the bell
Heard Christ the bell rings
Throughout the year
It guide heart and soul 
Shall jingle happiness with peace
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I Imagine My Angel Fall Down From Heaven
 
I imagine my angel fall down from heaven
Seek and search for the man
Down on earth See the man been waiting along
for the angel to fell on him, which he been waiting all his life
The night he was lying on his bed
Awoken by angel smell he has been dream for
The heavenly smell became reality angel is a real woman
She fell on me on top
She looks tired and I put her into my bed
On my shoulder to sleep
All night I whisper to her ear
“Oh My the man whisper into my ear echo only sounds
But my heart open hearer and tokens your soul to be my the man”
Seeing my angel sleeping like a baby
Comforted on my shoulder, sealed by my heart and soul
My arms open my shoulder open when you need to cries
In my mind without my angel and angel without me
Ache emptiness will not be recovers and seal
Without you my love my the woman
Life is Impossible to fulfill whole
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I Love Woman
 
You such a wonderful and warm
You give big kiss and cooking dinner
Without a miss for after will be hot in bed
Because you so wonderful in every way
Fortunate make it all the right way
And your heart is stuck with my
Your soul will be my loving
Pair we go, up and down
Each time we go yummy do
We reach the cloud and float on the cloud
To sleep on the heaven cloud
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I Sent You An Air Kiss
 
From dating site we meet
Internet email and on line
We talk on line sometime
Yours Is 7 hour ahead
I’m frustrate
I can't hear you
I can't see you
I can't feel you
I can't touch you
 
Now I can do is
to sent you an air kiss
from my hearted soul
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I Stand Tall
 
Poems:
When I dropp I yell and fall.
I hold I grab and stand tall.
Without hesitate I stood up
and you will respect.
To fight in battle and to win
Cause I never lose a fight.
Standings tall and high
My life doesn’t have to hold and yell.
Because I did fight to win my life.
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I Tell You
 
You said that you cared,
but that was just a lie,
i should have known,
that everyone always says goodbye,
so tell me that i am useless,
tell me when you don't care,
that way i can plan ahead,
and not fall apart when you aren't there.....
 
I say you special and loved my
But when and how I can prove to you I am not a lie
I should know you can’t see through my heart how I feel
Goodbye is a sad, and will never say to you
Because you special you gifted and always number one
I tell you when you sad you don’t ask my shoulder to cry
I tell you when you turn away and never tell me why
I tell you when you hurt and silent all night please talk to me
I tell you from the bottom heart only you I love and only you
I tell you my life won’t complete without you my love
I tell you I love you on loving you special you are my number one
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I’m Living In Four Seasons
 
I’m living in Four Seasons
I need you today and tonight
Daily night and day
Four Seasons every year
Cold and hot, falling snow and cloudy sky
Rainy and stormy, bright and dark
I need you daily
Autumn to keep me warm
To develop much vigorous life
And out to play and fun
Summer holding hand in hand
Enjoy the sun to show theworld we are
The happiest couple in the world
Spring we need to growth together
Beautifully like plant leaves and flowers
Winter I need your fire
To keep us hot and passionate
With hot dinner plate and on the bed
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Immigrant Man
 
Years pasted by us quick
Lost counting endless days and nights
The family I haven’t seen for years
Because Immigrant to another country
Challenging to survived work and living
No time to think no time to miss the family
Never thought of how much the family missed I
 
Forgive me I have not been home
For such a long time
But my heart has never left the family
And I have never taken my root away
I missed my country. I missed mostly my family
The family loving caring brought me up
Endlessly guide help and supports
 
Priceless ticket hearted joy going home
To see my beloved family
Which I haven’t seen for years
To celebrate with the family
This Chinese New Year 2008
Prosperity, Happy living healthy and peace
Miss the happiness time FOUR generations living together
 
In one house warmest loving and caring
The noise the cries none silences day or night
LOVE and HAPPILY in the heart
Love my root. Love my family
Loving from the bottom of our heart
Prosperity-Happy Chinese New Year
Arrived home 31/01/2008
Celebration Chinese New Year 07/02/2008
By Lee See Fee
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Immigrations Birds
 
29 December: Immigrations birds surround bounty land as their.
Fighting is not needed. We have plenty of foods
for all and shall shares.
 
 
Season come season end
Greenery fields of immigration birds
Searching for foods and to survives
Because homeland dries and not enough to shares 
migrant to the land of bounty
Reach and alive grateful land other dead on the land
Species from very corner earth 
Into bounty land, when season gone
Stay or flies home sweet home
To ancestor family and friends
Those who stay will unforgotten by whom
But generation will be forgotten by those
Someday from homeland come back
To the bounty land
For food and is life
But this time migrant will fight their away
and drove their forgotten species home
Painful to see their own doing 
With hungry stomach flying home
Sadness will never be an end
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Impatience
 
We go in dating site
and we respond
and we reply everyday
picture and talk about ourselves
all seem working well
suddenly letter stop
who to blame
who is cold
who is shivering?
why my love
 
than back again
in weeks time
what you playing at
now you want my love
ASAP reply
I impatience waiting for your letter
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Inflow Of Energy
 
Recently I feel inflow of energy
I feel that it goes from this energy
Is far also is pure and heat
I think it is your love encourages
Me and gives to me of forces
You operate on me even on such big distance
I present as you will operate
When you will close
I have finished and it pleases me
Last night I go movie and went to park
I have perfectly wasted time
The nature calms and pleases me
In time I frequently recollected walks with you
When the soft cool wind concerned my person
I represented that this contact
And you gently iron my cheek
And I feel yours remoteness from me more and more
And from it to me it became not much sad
But I believe that despite of all barriers
I think that we in the future shall be together
I of you whole in lips
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Keeping Email Alive In Touch
 
Keeping email alive in touch
 
A day gone by without your mail
I seem to be a year for me
Today I read your mail
Is full with gladness and happiness
Family and friends
Getting in touch
From around the world
I dream of the day, when we meet
Or again
In real from around the world
I will tell you, how much I love you
My family and your Friendship
When we do we spend all day long
Talking of this
Miracle email alive
Only we can make this happen
Because we been waiting for this moment
For a long time
I been waiting to meet you all
Or again
I miss you all
And to be my true friends
That you donâ? ? t know yet
When we meet each other
You agree my family and friends
When I read your mail
From the most beautiful family and friends
I have with you all
It is so pleasant to understand
I want you to know
You are the most loving
Family and friends
I want to feel your peasant
Completely our friendship
I truly love to have family and friends
Like you all
To all my beloved family and friends
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Are important to me
Life in touch will never stop
Whatever weather
Keeping email alive in touch
The more successful is filled with common sense
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Let It Be The Beginning 2009
 
Let it be the beginning 2009
 
Let begins with joy and  fun, Family and friends, 
lover making through out the years and on
a new beginning, a new happiness,
a new start, full of joy in out life's.
party it on,  family is together, friends together cheering.
this moments togetherness
friendship, family and lover never ended.
Joy through out the year.
Happy new year 2009
 
with Joy to theworld: SEE
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Life Full Of Temptation
 
Life is full of temptation
Food much junk surrounds
Which we will never refuse
Alcohol excuse kills the pain
Destroy family more than paint
Drug excitement and oh high
Searching for the bury ground
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Life Is Wonderful Mystery
 
Life is wonderful mystery
It gives us moment of pain
But it always let our destiny
and our heart to step in
and lead us toward happiness
I have long believe that somewhere
In this world there exists someone special
Someone mean to touch my soul
And confirm my believe that true love does exists
Many people throw their hearts
Like love message in a bottle
Into the life ocean in the hope
That someone special would find it
On the other side
Maybe just maybe it is a once
In a lifetime opportunity for both of us
To find their soul mate
That most people spend an entire lifetime looking
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London City
 
Color you name
Which we prove to present
Riches in colors of all
Have no begin or end
When weather is bad
With thunder lighting and rain
Rainbow will appear
High up in the skies
It makes London the beautiful city
Of theworld
Just like the rainbow
Color all is continent
All joining hands in hands
Without an end
In peace and remind
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London City You Claims Your Right
 
London city you claims your right
 
The moving city, days and nights.
it seem no one can sit still
but some do settles
Shifting and moving one place to another
Amazingly there not many Londoner,
Living in London
Widely proclaims by foreign
from every corner earth
We not invading city,
cos this the only city in the world
You can claims your right
Whom you are
Living city of the United Nation
London
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London July=7
 
My dream, that will be continue meadow
Surround with beauteous colors
To me have broken much
The beauteous flower has present
Loving to see all those
Different color and fields
I dream, that it will
Became a huge bouquet
It shall arrive and stay
My heart always hope
It comes one huge bouquet
Today my heart is warms and peace
It turn to be the coldest day of my
It destroy every colors
But lost colors will not be an end
Because it live high blossoms and prove
More than before and admires by all
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Long Day
 
All day long
I thought about you
Even when I tried not
To think about you
I thought about you
When I closed my eyes
But my mind open
I thought about you
When I thought about
The beauty of the season
I thought about you
When I thought about the
Warmth of the upcoming holidays
I thought about you
When I heard a love song
On the radio
I thought about you
When I checked my email
In ring my bell
I thought about you
Even when I said goodnight
To the stars and the moon
I thought about you
When I slipped underneath my blanket
And gave in to the bliss of sweet dreams
I thought about you.
I just cannot stop
Thinking about you
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Look Through Crowds Of People
 
I have looked for you everywhere
crossroads and to cyber spaces
among the crowds of people
I was asking myself how long it's possible to seek
I'm tired to be lost in the crowd and to wake up alone
It's so unfair to see how the sun is shining
to be glad with every sunray with nobody to share my feelings
To stay along with all my joys and sorrow,
to live the life without you.
I see you funny when you smile
your hair are blown out with the wind
and I see you going in my direction
You subtly feel the harmony of the nature
You enjoy watching the rain drops
falling high above the sky
and smash though into different sides
You there, waving your hair
You are a one
It's easy to rely on you in every situation
I'm delighted with you
You know what you want in your life
You do not give up, fall down, then go up
You go further, it's painful
But in front you see a beautiful future with the wonderful
chances in the situation
when you think it's impossible to chance anything
Your soul starts to thaw out day after day
You got warm and with this the hope comes
You want to live and to think about nothing
It's warm to you and you fall asleep
Nothing disturbs you. This is a beautiful dream which gets you far-far away and
you do not want to wake up. This is an internal fight which will last for ages. And
in front there are dreams and dreams.... It's our future life with you I hope
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Love Bird And Pair Of Us
 
Two love bird on the tree top
Sing and picking each other
Is so sweet and loving
Colourful and beautiful
Together till dead do them apart
 
Pair down below
Kissing and hand in hand
Falling in love
Joy and fun
For happiness through eternity
 
Bird is bird and loving
Human is human, I love you
Which pair is forever?
Human kiss and goodbye
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Love Of Gold
 
Gold underneath and float above
change into dusk but underneath the treasure.
 
Love of gold
 
Gold it buys your body
And your body will be a slave
Gold it bought lot of wife
And forever paying for sex
Gold it bring much wealth
And much sickness and betray
Gold which has much possession
And will bury you or speeding to dead
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Love Of Peace
 
theworld is filled with good and evil
Love is short so is life
We got to know what love mean
Without love there won’t be loving
 
Today theworld and tomorrow
NEW everyday filled with violence and hatred
War and killing
Drugs and homelessness
 
For power, for greediness, and dominations
Selfishness and jealousy
Paranoids became killer
In the name of religions colour race or cultures
 
Underneath our skin
There not colour or race
Culture or religions
Underneath the same skeleton
 
We mankind
Start love one another
LOVE OF PEACE
Loving to all being
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Love Theworld
 
When theworld have peace
It shall not be hatred or dislike
Which dislike cause the pain?
Hatred be come shadow murder
When war be and end
To become loving and caring end
Protect the weak and love the rest
But not grant for profits
As caring human being our blood is warm
Goodness heart and mind
We feel sad hurt and pain
Could be a long and painful
Just like any human being
Stand for peace is to love one another being
Culture race religion is not a different being
Join hand now don’t let the chain
Be broken by shadow change
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Love Theworld Praise Theworld
 
When theworld have peace
It shall not be hatred or dislike
Which dislike cause the pain?
Hatred be come shadow murder
When war be and end
To become loving and caring end
Feed the poor and love the rest
But not grant for profits an end
The human blood is warm
Goodness in heart and soul
We feel can all the pain
Could be long and hurtful
Just like any human being
Go straight for peace is to love one another being
Race culture religion is not a different being
Join hand in hand don’t let the chain
Be broken by shadow changes
Love theworld praise theworld
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Mast Of Hopper
 
This world is full of being
Talented smart that no other can
Survive much better than anything
On earth
With billions of being here
Just like hopper, hoping up and down
Filled the earth cover in darkness
But just a spit and brightness will come
Upon us all
Hunger should not be exit?
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Meet In Ocean.
 
Meet in Ocean.
 
A great place to meet,
and a place we trying to stand out!
To picks and be tags.
Honey babe, will be surround by killer bees,
One sting can be lasting pains.
Who know that can be antidotes.
an evening, a night we looking.
Who known's?
The shadowy within no one will ever know.
What you looking for?  what in your heart?
This wide ocean and plenty,
Picks and mixed, turning Roulettes wheels!
The form became a habit.
Not a Question, answered settles,
Changing girls and boys many!
Lucky some will pick one and settles.
The proud one exhibition itself!
I am happy and enjoy my life.
Meet in Ocean.
Self shooting with unknown's bullets holes!
Torture body and erasable scars,
A line and two of cracks,
White line living a lies!
Howling, my beautiful life!
The buzz, of festival fireworks!
Midnight Taxi, bus or tube, sit alone,
Walking into dark alley!
Blurring eye, head swinging, searching key,
back to empty house, numb heart and alone.
By See
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Meet The Hunter.
 
Meet the hunter.
Oh, the day past and the sun disappear,
Night come and is time to put on the mask,
Hunger and ready to go hunting,
Hungry for meats and sausages,
Any catch both would be nice,
Boys and girls make the best to impress.
Holy showing legs and chest;
In this tiger den, with all hungry meats eater!
Hunting for a big fatty meat!
Who know the hunter will be hunts?
Let see who play the game smarter?
Dress in suit and tie, who know empty pocket or full?
Stand up front, the look can easily past everyone eyes.
If lucky you got a free drink, mostly you digs on your own pocket,
Be real stranger to stranger, buy you drinks?
In this western den, buy your own sweetie.
You think, you wise, really a fool!
Everyone out smart one another,
and nobody is a fool.
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Meet-Up Lone.
 
Meet-up Lone.
Social meet-up, a great place to make new friends,
Different racial and cultural, habits and attitudes,
Everyone got it own personality.
Beautiful as they are, lovely and fun,
Lone searching for a mate,
Boyfriends or girlfriends,
Lonesome seeking someone for companion,
Living on this lonely planet,
As I believe start as you believe to go on.
this place people come and go.
And some never back again;
Stranger meet stranger.
Everyone got it own free will.
Own reason, freedom of choose
Moving places no money seeking jobs,
Lucky one settles with lover.
Some feel uncomfortable and move on.
not needed to change oneself to fit in.
I smokes you drinks, and i don't drinks.
you drinks and smokes that's you.
This me and in the flesh.
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Merry Christmas Remembrance
 
Merry Christmas Remembrance.
 
We so proud of our hero and celebrity.
We remembrance them as such!
But it seem we forgotten homeless being.
Alive, on the street not dead, freezing out there in the cold.
hungry begging for food, money to buy drugs and alcohol.
Why Judge, we not in their shoes!
try to understand spare them some change
and give them a Christmas presents.
Be understanding, there don't have anything to look forward,
and there don't have anyone to care.
there don't have day or night to see.
And there don't have a date or a years to look forward.
there are forgotten by the family and the society reject.
men and women in suits passing by without taking a look at them.
Merry Christmas, we remembrance our dead hero.
and generously spending money.
and gift to those celebrity as such.
Party dinner to the most expensive roof top and club.
Champagne popping sounds deafen ears
all it get is only half a bottle of Champagne left.
boo, boo, boo, Merry Christmas.
Look out of the window, even you don't see a homeless men or women.
daily of our life's passing by, the same homeless men or women.
drugs and alcoholic addicts we call them.
can't we just give a moment one love
Give a Hugs and give them a kiss
to show them love, you not reject
and you not forgotten.
Come party and dinner with us.
Merry Christmas Remembrance.
 
By See
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Michelle
 
I have a friend call Michelle.
Sorry total 3 Michelle I know off
One I go to school with and
Second we meet up sometime for a nice meal.
But the third is in cyber space
Do you think she really exit?
If she real has she has fresh like human!
If she is real why I never heard from her
Why I can’t feel her silky hair
Touches her lip and kisses her softly.
Michelle come to theworld cyber space
Is so unreal and only theworld
Will be able to make you into fresh
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My Beloved Mum I Sent You Today Skies
 
My beloved mum,
I sent you photo of today skies
On the way to court for speeding offend
As I look from the train high up the skies
A plane flies above unreachable it seem
I toke a photo and capture the plane
It told me we aren’t far away and touching
Just like daily I sent you photo of today skies
Everyday you can see beautiful blues skies
I am happy nothing to be worry only smiley
And this plane especially takes your son treasured heart
To my beloved mum to touch and feel the bottom heart of my
Oh my beloved mum even we so far far away
Our heart and soul touches much and more loving
Daily I sent photo of today skies mum happy to see
Everyday we together never seem been away
Mother birth to child bold forever even living afar
Touches bottom hearted treasure and stay forever
Daily together we see the bright skies and the night skies
Good morning my son, Good night my beloved mum
I love you so much
 
From your son far far away
Sent you photo of today skies
Loving you beloved mum FOREVER 
Big hugs cuddles and kisses
Son
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My Dream For One Love Became
 
My dream for one love became
No picture no need to whisper
Is not a dream any how she is real?
It became coming to me in fresh
From here afar I can smell her body fresh
Through my door way into my hive
All my life, I have not felt this touch before
It touches my inner heart and soul
My catch only and treasure you at the bottom of my heart
I shall not be afraid open my arms,
my shoulder for you sleep on it daily night
I shall hold you tired and seal you with my heart and soul
to be my last until I left mother earth,
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My Dream For One Love Countdown
 
My dream for one love Countdown
Countdown my arm is open and waiting
Stiff tired clock sound I heard ticks tocks ticks tocks
Time will never stop, time past and never come again
Time will tell, time will come she be in your arm
and your shoulder if she need to cries
To brings along her heart and soul
Her heart your heart two became a whole
At last our life is whole
Without dead nothing can do us apart....
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My Words Cannot Be Descried
 
My words cannot be descried
I love you so beautiful in anyway
You make my heart boiling
Burning with desire to be love and loved my
My words cannot be descried
With thousands word I spoken
Into your ears the voices you heard
From my mouth so beautiful and happy hearing
Is he speaking the truth or he lying inside
But it has to be proven to go deep into his heart
To feel to heard, feel your heart
And talk to your soul
Did he speak the truth not
Unconditional Love you in the heart and soul
I love you words make you happy
And lying can be hurtful
Feel the heart and ask my soul
I love you
 
I love you so beautiful in anyway
You make my heart boiling
Burning with desire to be love and loved my
My words cannot be descried
With thousands word I spoken
Into your ears the voices you heard
From my mouth so beautiful and happy hearing
Is he speaking the truth or he lying inside
But it has to be proven to go deep into his heart
To feel to heard, feel your heart
And talk to your soul
Did he speak the truth not
Unconditional Love you in the heart and soul
I love you words make you happy
And lying can be hurtful
Feel the heart and ask my soul
I love you
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Net Lover
 
I am sad with broken heart
By the net man or woman
But why we have to be sad
We haven’t meet jet
And still we are sad
Because we falling in love
We know each other for long
He she is sweet the lover I found
Visit me in my sweetie bed
But in week will be gone for long
My love sticks in your heart
Sadness another hope
And another wish
The entire net lover
Honest real and be a whole
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Oh My Oh My Love My
 
Oh my where you hiding I want to hugs before you turning
Oh my where you waving far I want to kiss before you going
Oh my where you seeing I want to contact before you walking
Oh my show your hiding and give me nest and for breeding
Oh my show you’re waving and give me notice you’re my loving
Oh my show you see and give me gift to be love my
Oh my oh my love my
Oh my likey to be milky and my only funky
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Oneself Doing
 
ONESELF doing
 
Who right or wrong, I'm not here to judge! I love writing
I write what I feel good and bad, sadness and pain.
You die you lost nothing to do with me. I cannot make a difference
Surely I cannot bring the dead back to life's
This mid-east thing been ongoing 50 years, before I was born,
bring me feeling sadness and shallow to see and heard
a fellows human being killing each other daily by hatred!
Surprise, they all look the same, tongues and sounds.
I really don't know who is who!
Who is the other? Which your preference!
and why, they picking a fights. You do me first!
to my people. I'll do you even worst!
they do this to your people. Killing at each other never ending?
You kill my children, we kill your children.
If there any difference children and any human life's token by hatred
oneself hand cover with human bloods, can it be ever watch away?
 
I really don't give a damn to you both, which right or wrong.
But I do give my hearted, my love to see you both living in Peace!
If a country infested by this horrible thing
Maybe we think this infested thing is your only answer retaliation?
Ask again oneself do you think this can ever being Peace? Or it bring more bloods
and tears
If a country government don’t have the power or don't have the courage
to terminated those infested desire! Who can and who let them in?
Who let them grown? And who shelters them?
I really don't know, any word can be said and done.
To clear both mind and thought from fearing of each other!
away from hatred for both side living in Peace! Side by side
and I do want you to ask oneself, do you want Peace?
Can you stop playing fire and can you stop aggressiveness with retaliation?
And can you both just try. Take your mind away from hatred
and see give a thought I love my neighbour's
Amongst neighbours and more important is amongst oneself?
The answer is in your heart. In you and feel the bottoms heart
No human or prays can make Peace for you
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ONESELF doing
 
Oneself: SEE
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Our Gifted Parents
 
I am my parent son, you is your parent daughter
We both born different but we both breathing of the earth air
Without the earth air no one will survives
And rain falling from the skies
I can be born with white, black, yellow or beautiful mix blooded skin
And we all are human with different tongue
Languages uncountable how many we have on the earth?
Human living on the earth, fighting dislike other human skin
My colour your skin killing different tongue.
Same languages same believer preaching hated on each other?
Cries to kill cries to die the end, parent sadness buried beloved child.
 
Our parent give us life, the future we has is in own hands
They give us not only both hands with both legs to walk
Our own Chosen destiny;
Both ears hearing through the brain and mind
Ear hear could not be truly only eye see reality
Our skin can be different and human blood is warm
Heart beating feeling the pain and sufferings we done
Warm Blood running feeling love and happiness we has
 
You and I can be different skin believer and tongue
But you are no different just like me
Drop out from our mother panties
The Gifted of life father and mother
Has giving us not by GOD give birth
Truth we know will never see GOD or talk to GOD in our life time
Who has ever seen and heard GOD?
Man-kind given to Man-Kind
Human to Human touch
Is Love and Caring for Peace and Happiness
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Pen
 
Pen
 
i like you and the heart is still jecting?
i think i like that guy, I think i like that girl.
but both are open for more choice
you picky me picky maybe not
cos, we don’t know how to make up our mind
wondering there a perfect girl or guy out there?
Reality there will never be one.
i like him but still hoping for a higher mark! ! ! !
few date here and there, a date maybe a couple and
lasting just a few weeks or months and ended.
those wondering being, what there really want in life
don’t know? to much or greedy for more?
with pride, am single and happy really! ! ! !
sorrow and nowhere to complain are you mooch?
i wonder, what you really can give to the one?
if we can only give that much. how can is be
possible we ask for more?
Pen stopped, but i like to ask you a simply question
what can you give to me? and why should I pen you on.
maybe a lot may a little and maybe none for you i like at all! ! ! !
I like to take a break, cos i cannot keep jecting
without days and ends?
surely we all seen enough days lights
and we has seen the ghosts aren’t you afraid of seeing darkness again?
oh, this don’t work and the pen has dry out
nothing more to write nothing else in common isn’t it?
why waste time money and energy
for a date or two
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People Say I Am Samaritan But Fear My Talk
 
They say thing I give a reply
They say I am a threat loud and bad manner
My reply we different race and cultural
I speak English and understand fully and well
Which I spoke more tongues than most of you
So tell me what make you better manner than me?
You have 14 people in this room
All doctors and nurses’ social worker and all
Just one little Chinese man and inside your building
Security door locked with guards?
Am I still a threat to you and why?
Can see I am Chinese and defending a white woman
And you threaten but not in front of me
But patience and she I am defending
Calling the police? Can’t you say it in front off my face?
Good day people good night
You need your mother milk for the night.
I will always be me and I win this battle
To get her a new housing
I want to thank thee LORD
Bless me with threat loud and bad manner
God bless all mankind protect the weak
AMEN
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Please Explain I Will Never Understand What God Told
You?
 
Showing off to theworld on live TV
And full video tape sending rounds theworld
 
We do this
We are good
Saddam, is bad
To mark my day
The good have won
Saddam is hangs
Congratulations to you and all
Five prayers a day or take sacraments
Will never clean your sin
May GOD bless you all?
 
Even sent the films around the world and the net
For everyone to see any time anyway
Even children are all welcome
You lot really know how to make the greatest movie.
To late clock can’t turn back mark this your day
I do hope GOD forgive your sin and to all
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Pretty Woman
 
Pretty woman.
But wife is beautiful.
Pretty woman is hot.
But wife is the sexiest.
Pretty woman is just for sex.
But a wife is to make love.
Wife is a forbidden fruit.
To you and all.
and wife is more caring.
Be at home and by her husband.
and wife is the husband diamond.
And the husband love making love to her.
That no other women can.
Make him feel so good.
and her husband always in love.
With her.
And wife is the husband success.
Loving and warm full happiness.
She bears our children. And
She is the most gifted darling.
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Promise Land
 
We got nowhere else to go
You can say we take over your desert
We did not claim is back in force
After the WW2 every country every ethnic
Have lost family children and love one
and the entire family, it to ugly to say and remember
We all try our best to forget it all
We have come back to our own lost country
Over 2000 years ago we leave our land
What truly drive us all away, it does not matter
What matter is now, we here, we back to live to rebuild our very own country
Which some don’t agree! For goodness this belong to you or belong to us 2000
years ago
It does not really matter, It just a desert and is deserted
To see our country is a no man land.
Nobody in this world ever wants to live here but we did.
And no human know how we feel
How terrifying it is to live in an empty desert
But we stay, with fully hearted and with our ethnic
We brave through the desert storms; we brave through any unfamiliar climax
and things
And neighbours even feather away
Building this desert we don’t think about fear, but our only fear is our own
neighbours
Human being not monsters or desert storm we have come across that really
scares us
We concentred to builds our home to build Israel in a desert
Not long after that day have come, five nations of our neighbours attacking us
This day transformed, the entire mid-east into danger lands
Don’t there know we got nowhere else to go, and we have no choose but we will
defences ourselves to our very last breath. To our Mighty God in Heaven did you
permit any fellow human terminate us living on mother earth? Where else these
beings get permission from Father in Heaven? To see us disappear on mother
earth? We want your answer? And we want it now?
Truth or false
Don’t you people understand just a desert we claim back and remember we got
nothing to lose?
But much more improvement, the more you going to harm us the strongest we
will become.
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Don’t you all see how beautiful the desert have rising up?
Into a beautiful country Israel
And the neighbours granted something, we all know
If we stop killing each other, Mid-east is a lovely place to lives.
We bring good fortune into mid-east! Why no one of you see it?
In all eyes, we steal your desert? Truly I believe is not only reason?
Or is it because over 2000 years hatred ago?
I don’t see or hear one living person 2000 years ago live into this date told
How bad we are? But one thing for sure, we never disappear, we never will!
We are human just likes you, unlucky ethnic, crucify by those cruel being. Why
do this to us?
We just like you human, we needed oxygen, and foods, water and a land belong
to us to live in peace.
No human on mother earth can live without one.
Remember we got nowhere to go and we build Israel with our own hands
We here to stay and please we beg you just give a little thought
Be generous, be kind and don’t attracts us anymore
We believe we can be very helpful to each other and we do need each other
To live in this promise land
We truly love you and truly want peace with all our neighbours and throughout
theworld
Generosity will receive more rewarding and kindness will receive the Lord
blessing.
 
Ps: as you all already know. I love writing and this really hurt me so much
To see and heard a fellow human being ongoing killing each other daily without
an end!
I don’t have much education, but I do hear the entire story since I was a kids my
grandparent told me this wonderful ethnic. And I do understand another feeling
their land been stolen or occupy. But this not the case, as me a Chinese ethnic
born in Malaysia bad time happen in Malaysia, and I was a a kid. The Malays
want us Chinese and even India out of their country.  This is impossible we born
here. We live here Malaysia is our birth place. Marker in my name and our
ancient, The Malays know the Chinese and India helps build Malaysia to very
wonderful country to live and in comforts.  Bring so many riches into Malaysia.
We don’t land on here by accidently in this promise land. I love Malaysia.
Just like the Jewish rebuilds Israel not by accidently, I believe is every human the
Lord given all with promise land. Lord wants to see unity where on earth they
landed does not matter. The Lord has keeps his promise to all human being.
The Malays has to try harder to understand us, we got nowhere to go; but to
stay and live; I hope people in mid-east can just try harder!  To understand even
there in tension, like Malays toward us behind their mind. It ok we understand
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the Malays as long as we can live in peace. Nothing really matter.
I can see is winning, winning no one really lose a thing. Peace to human landed
on Promise land
I really can’t explain you in just a letter or in word. All I can say is we are here to
stay.
Please give oneself peace; the earth is full of riches and plenty for us to share.
Promise land: See
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Rain Wet The Ground
 
It comes from the top
And high about the clouds
One dropp tit tit dropp drop
Till it wet all grounds
Each dropp worth more than a diamond ring
Each dropp give plant to grows
Each dropp gives food and riches
Each dropp gives us all life
Without the rain none be a life
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Reach Out Both Hands
 
Reach out both hands
 
Will you take both my hands?
We had been unfriendly toward each other for a long time.
We argue we fight like no days and end?
We really don’t care; other hurt and sees other in pain!
We haven’t give a thought to each other indifferent
Open to understand, open to accepting other cultural
Way of life believe and ethnic.
Reach out both hands
Will you take both my hand? Will you give me a hugs?
Will you love me as who we are?
Does it together reach out both hands! Does it together hugging
Each other! Mean it together we love each other.
For Peace and Peace be with us, to you, my friends, and to my neighbour
To my brothers and my sister and throughout theworld
Reach out both hands.
Reach out: See
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Romance Message
 
You ask for romance message
Romance is not just typing word
I will try to type and
My hearting is beating faster
Which you have asked
Where and why we both meet here
We havent a clue either exit
But now I do know
You real and you the one
Which I been searching for all my life
I know I feel I want and only you
Without you my soul wont survive a day
My love, how can I prove it to you?
My final two words
Forever yours
 
Be my one
Or you will hurt me
Not like bruises easy to heal
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Russian Woman
 
I’m from UK
I love Russian woman
I know them from internet
There replies each off my letter
First letter with pictures
I will tell you about myself
My family my friends my job
My beautiful city
Which they love very much
Love my grand and parent very much
Brother’s sisters and relatives
Good at cooking knit sew
Love to have your children
Only to the loved one
They are intelligent and beautiful
Extremes passionate and warm
Russians woman don’t have to change
Too any men
There are unit like every woman on earth
They truly honest and open
Love me your future wife
I am impatience waiting for your letter
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Saddam Hussein Executed
 
theworld know
Saddam is evil and murderers
Which cruel to his peoples
Murder them and rule them
Making them living in fear
But why we have do this
Show theworld on live TV
Putting rope on his neck
and theworld say he is evil
Are we wickers being?
What kind of rust
What kind of hatred
Will it make us all happy?
Can your wound be heal
Can dead be replace
Why don’t we feel anything?
Are we cold blooded reptiles?
For all we done today
What we win or be lost
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See More
 
How can any human being have PEACE. Preaching vengeance! Filling it's mind,
body and soul with hatred? Yes, we can call them back, our blood brother, and
be awaken from a screaming nightmate. Yes, our lost soul can come back to heal
our infected heart.
and our family united, giving and accepting receiving joyful life's.
live in PEACE, free our body and soul.
Never accepting and trust those thing giving you arms. When they should talk
PEACE instead. They choosen not to?  Encourage you to fight for your own
indepence freedom. In all eye and ear. It's look good for you, those and
theworld. You can have everything you want for your country freedom. But in
reality suffering never ending. Those are the devil works. To control you till your
world ended. They give plenty show their love to theworld! ! ! Your eye will be
blinded and never can see day light agains. Your freedom will forever, living
inside the Atomic Bombs bunkets.
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See No Education Writer
 
I haven't passed an exam in school
I left school at the age 14
Not one blue mark but all red
The whole class I will
Be the last or second last
most word I can't spell
I just use the word I know
Sometime I know the word
But can’t find in dictionary
So I have to phone my brother
To spell it for me
and English is not my first
or my second language
I never can and never will
I start writing poetry at 43 now am 44
I have written over hundred
My hope bottom heart and wish
Someone out there will be will be
Publish my poetry all in a book
Riches is not my aim
My fulfill ness is to see
People in theworld reading my book
Know me as such
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Skies
 
Sometime is cloudy dark without a lights
but it gone soon and away
roar the thunder and storm
second here second there
minute you can’t heard a things
Fire lighting strikes
Sometime it burn houses and trees
dark cloud roar thunder and storms
turning rain falling water
To save the earth and living things
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Space Alive
 
Space alive.
 
21st century comes alive in space.
In search for a date,
for love or just for fun.
or,
the player, its play, its own games?
Watch out, the scams, come on, and be real.
is she in the flesh,
like you can really feel,
And touches.
 
Space alive,
Virtual reality is so unreal.
Transport faster than Lightning.
Close and in front.
Messengers live we sent,
Virtual in the speeds of lightning.
chatting, and see is real.
Virtual reality feeling, alive and breathing.
 
Space alive,
Unknowns smell and cannot touches.
But feel close and near.
Maybe we living in the same town.
City, or,
forever lost in unknowns space.
Hard to believe.
Seeing you and touching screens.
Cyber beaming, Electrify charges.
I am alive and real.
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Space Virtual Unreal,
 
14 December: Space Virtual unreal, which come to be true became reality.
 
Space we need to relax and to think
We ask for spaces are we selfish or uncared
We ask for space to be alone
Why can’t we share the space coziness as a pair?
Pressure at work pressure at home
Left it at work don’t bring it back
We try the best make it warmth and happy
With pretence compromise and understand
We will work it out together
Because half already is your space
And we are a whole
 
If you could give anyone anything for Christmas, what would in be?
Peace is with you and happy throughout.
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Stop
 
Why we have to stop or told to stop
I know what I am doing and I am right
Please live me alone and
Now you crush why you don’t listen
With deaf ear and blinded eye
Maybe 95% you right
But the 5% will kill you in second
We all have brain and know what to think
But sometime it block our thought and mind
We act rush and end up deadly
Please do stop when love one are crying
And shouting loud for you to stop
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Straight Walk Forward Through End
 
Walking straight will be blocked by block of wave
We try hard to walk up straight
High and prove
This will gained more than we ever know
But band of blocked wave will be blocking our way
Is hard to walk straight and forward without a block
This to much keep blocking the highway
I will never walk straight anymore
One here one there and there
I can’t walk the straight without
Knocked by the blocker wave
That without knocking me down
I know is painful and is hard
I have to stand up and high
Fight through the entire blocked wave
Will walk straight and honest till the end
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Suicide Bomb Attack
 
God damn another suicide bomb attack
Oh My God, When this thing ever be stop!
In his name the Lord and Allah
Chanting God the Almighty.
Endless fighting and killing own.
 
 
At heart and in mind,
It thought truly think praying to the Lord
Promising and will be given us the Paradise
Foolish believing
but truefully been poisons by those evil forces
another suicide bomb attack
By the name of the Almighty
 
If there one such the Paradise
for eternity the Lord create
But why believer, pray thee name
and make this such an ugly place
the earth to lives on?
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Sun Star And The Moon
 
Give me the sun light
To shine into my life
Family work and warm in heart
Give me the star light
To twinkling into my life
Home comfort and sparking my soul
Give me the moon light
To warm into my life
Loving caring and to stay
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Terror Are Not A Being
 
If you are a being
If you will not do such a thing
Only things can do such a thing
Destroying every mankind
Every continent of human world
You thing not even have cold blood
Like the reptiles
Why do you thing exit in human world
You are just a thing
We not welcome you here
And everywhere in
Peaceful Human theworld
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The Heart Sings The Sea Smile
 
The heart sings the sea smile
Without fear sailing her boat towards
Hundreds foots of waves
Singing along in the heart
The soul cries the sky pouring with rain
The heart the soul, speak and talk
Hear me, wait for me and don’t give up, I will arrive
It touches awaiting lover on the shore
With Thunder screaming out loud
and Lighting strike wave go away
Her boat calmly
and sails safely to her destiny
Awaiting lover on the shore
Awaken the sea with big smile and the sky cheering
Two lover enchants and embraces
My love, you arrive I will make you cry
Crying with not return to endless happiness
 
Just for you my love
Hugs and kiss SEE
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The Sock Mob (Merry Christmas)
 
The Sock Mob (Merry Christmas)
 
Wonderful what this people doing.
after a tired day of work.
The Sock Mob, brings their old clothing.
to the homeless living on the street.
Kindly buy them foods.
and none alcohol drinks.
with their own money.
and make sandwiches hot soups for homeless people.
The Sock Mob, carries bags of foods and drinks.
around town searching for homeless people.
to give them foods, show them support.
listen and be understanding.
Show them love.
we do care and you not reject by all.
ho, ho, ho, Merry Christmas.
Please, be The Sock Mob.
Just for an evening or just once!
Make this a wonderful Merry Christmas.
To be The Sock Mob
Blessed with happiness and Peace.
Keep warm.
 
By See
 
2009-12-14
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The Soul, Song Of Love
 
The soul, song of love
I sing from the bottom of my heart
The soul song, I sing I cry I laugh
I cheer I love enjoy
Too sing for you to hear me cry
Sweet heart listen be happy
Tune penetrate into flesh to bone
To feel to touch
To get to hold
The heart sings the soul, song of love
Just to let you know only you I love
Only you I sing only you can hear
For love for comfort
For peace and happiness
Hold and touch
The soul, song of you
The soul, the song belong to you
with the heart
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To Fight To Win
 
to fight to win
or to lose to die
   to good to kind
or to bad to evil
   to nice to loving
or to racial to hatred
   to generous to happy
or to selfish to sadness
   to earth to heaven
or to land to hell
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Topic
 
What going on the internet,
daily topic expressions of hatred dislike and discrimination.
I love topic, friendly and peace.
But why this people don’t give a thought posting horrible pictures
In the topic, this kind of horrible staff doesn’t show
Or guide you into peace.
This will show more hatred within you and your own kind and those whose follow.
 
Why, we have to make thing more and more ugly?
Don’t you people see feel is there enough ugliness there?
I really don’t know, what can I do and said to change your mind and thought!
Have Peace within and Peace will fellow you.
I love you all Peace loving people
Topic for Peace: See
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Treasure In Bottom Of The Heart
 
It seem living we expect a high
When down us falling in pain
High is empty with open air
Within is full of treasure
No need climbing up
Just falling down in pain
Happiness love and all joy
Beloved family home and kids
The treasure is in your heart and stay
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Ugly World
 
ugly world
 
don’t we see enough ugliness in this world
and why we have to fight in all thing
and make all walks ugly?
religion fighting again religion
who is real and who the truth God!
win a day, voice a while
fighting toward each other and kills
desperate winner and keep on protesting
we the only truth religion
let be heard “from you”?
 
society fighting daily, walking on the street
on the bus train and home
everybody fighting for the driving sit
been told sit down and behave
obey me or take the high way
I’m not Chinese but I’m American
and you not allow and cannot be whom you are!
Poisoned by those mysterious dreams
but to obey, shame on oneself
but whose is the true American?
 
countryman fighting each other
all over the world
colour racial and cultural feeding
this my country and your colour in wrong
your tongue, is speak difference
your preaching is wrong and bad
and you must change your thoughts
and mind must be with us
fights with us and kills your own colour
be careful, mind can easily poisoned but your colour cannot be change.
 
Why let other to change oneself?
and have war within oneself the rest off our life’s
be one and be itself,
don’t change other and preaching them to join
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thoughts, eye other is bad and ugly
reality it mind will be in war on oneself
living daily life of warring
but why, hatred others
is truly torturing on oneself
oneself making of this ugly world
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Valentine Choose One Call
 
I haven’t got a problem to date
But tonight I have to make it right
And to my one and big mistake I haven’t told
Which she doesn’t notice yet
This call will be only for you and only you
But phone book is full of number
All the number seen so clear
But it makes my eye gone blur
Because I don’t know how to choose one call
They are all beautiful but not lover
Maybe this the only night and chance
To make up my mind for good
And tell her you the only one
I love you and on loving you
Falling in love with you
Been a long way and is good
Because you will be my last
 
Wishing you all good luck
Go out play funky music
Lover boy and girl
Falling in love
I love you all people from theworld
Happy Valentine day
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Valentine Day
 
Today will be today
I can't effort to miss
but who will be my date
I call you and i call her
I call everyone i know
but who will be my date
will you be my date
will you be my first
will you be my last
so who will it be
my Valentines Date
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Valentine Day The Special One
 
One ready for a date and wait for the special one
But who will be one and date special one
No one is special because haven’t got the one
Why one date tonight special just for you
If I am special one it this just for a night
No way will I call anyone to be the special
One NIGHT
But go to open night to find one special
Party dance laugher and CATCH
End of night holding hand in hand
Together walk to valley Park
Under the moon and shining star
The moon warm and orange light
The wishing star twinkle above
Special one and to the entire life
 
Go out enjoy and search the crowd
Wish star and bring home the Crown
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Valentine Looking Forward
 
Looking forward to this romantic day
Planning thought of this day
To make it a special memory
 
Lover happily planning for tonight
To surprise to make this memory forever last
We both talk planed and to surprise
 
A candle light dinner I make
Getting down table looking for the lighter
Legs apart lighting fires
 
Yummy very nice my food and drinks
Is no as delicious and juices down the table
Darling, you ready for the last course
 
Honey on the stick
Down below hidden under the table
Hurry before it going cold
 
Make me get ready
To be your superman
Spanking you naughty nurse
 
Hope dream fantasy all come truth
Be ready get down on it
Happy Valentines &#61514;
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Valentine Recollects
 
Valentine recollects
 
Valentine day, what does it mean,
Does it mean just a day or a night?
Young and old lover hand in hand.
To recollects their love through the days pasted.
So much in love and so happy together
and so much to discover from each other.
Valentine is not just a day, a night for lover,
is a special day to show we so much in love
To you, My love, I love you forever
A special day a special night with a special someone
A special someone recollects coming into my lives
A time I was walking through a lonely dark alleyway.
You appear and take my hand to see the sunrise
and watch the beautiful sunset!
and through the night is dark but the moon is full
and the stars shinning throughout the night.
No more dark alleyway,
seeing brightness and clear pathway.
You filled me with happiness laughter and joy
See beauty with no longer bound by dream
it reality is truth is love and it
Valentine recollect truth love together forever
 
Recollects love: See
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Valentine Winter Time
 
Snow fall covers all the grounds
Tonight is valentine and special a night
For lover for love and falling in love
Have fun party or sad and sorry
Winter snow and cold the night
No stop lover enjoy valentine night
Well see single falling in love
beauty round
White snow being soul lover mate
and make to be the honey
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Voice Within
 
Voice we listen, voice a far good and bad
Voice we hear, voice a near anger and love
Voice that told, evil and kind
Voice that say, honour and betray
Voice that know, weak and strong
Voice that play, inference and no
Voice within we fellow
We choose
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War And Peace 2
 
The ugliness of First, and Second World War,
I don't want to hear war again,
But why, war has never been stopped.
I don’t want to hear war again.
Dead everywhere, human dying and suffering.
All for greediness, domination and power.
Destroy all kind, of human races without mercy.
 
Action you take, can't be amendable.
How cruel view and thought you become.
No matter, how many kills and dies.
Yearning of power, true greediness.
 
The war stops?
and thanks GOD the war has gone.
Don’t let it come back.
End domination and greediness
Peace for Power, and to theworld.
To theworld, for living and in PEACE.
God blesses all man kind.
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Watch Theworld Go By
 
2 December: Watch theworld go by
2 December: Watch the world go by and sit down to enjoy the life.
 
This world such a hurry
We don’t know how to relax and take a rest
The cars The planes running faster than before
And broken down even fast
Seem do not last longer than the old
Cause being more smarter and
More canning than before
True it makes life easier than before
But we became unhealthy and shorter
Just like the cars and planes
Why don’t we sit down and
Relax and watch theworld go by
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We Don’t Look At Each Other Eye
 
Miraculous we go together
To party to Pub and Theatre
Still we don’t look at each other eye
And up the alley way in group
When together and lift together
Still we don’t look at each other eye
In all events you enjoy chatting with other men
I have fun going merry go round with all ladies
Still we don’t look at each other eye
Miraculous we both like to be together
Attend all event and with the group
Still we don’t look at each other eye
There must be something wrong we your eye
Or my need surgery for my eye
To see onto each other eye
The moon is full tonight
Walk with me to the park
To shine under the moon light
Kiss and hug warm and beautiful
When shall we make this a wonderful night?
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What Ever
 
Whatever
 
Whatever we do and dreams, Whatever we give and takes
Self doing is not in dreams, We give and don't expects in return
 
Whatever face on and off, Whatever hidden inside
We see just a facial but what behind we will never can be know!
 
Whatever our birth and religions, Where else our parent from and our
motherland
We all dropp down from our mother panties and thank you, for the creation, on
this great land but why! we fights toward each other and kills!
 
Whatever that me and my behaver, Whatever big and strong
Nothing can be change and showing off, cos we're all greeds and selfish being
 
Am so nice and have to much, ever empty word and charity
Gorgeously, but greeds for more, Sound so nice and kind no way no profits!
 
Whatever person and attitude, Whatever racial and country
People is good truly all human is ugly being,   We proud of our origins reality
Riches are thefts and robbers
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Will You Shake My Hand?
 
Oh dear are you human?
I must know and have to know
If you are human just like me
My dear human living on mother earth
Dear human being with different races
Different cultures and different religions
Dear me same color with different tongues
Believe cultures foods and celebration
Big and small tall and short
Which make this human being?
Beautifully fellow walks of life
Quality being on mother earth and living
Oh dear are you human
And will you shake my hand?
Mother earth love to see
Dear human hand in hand
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Wind Flow
 
Looking out the back room window
So clam flow with gentle wind
Tree leafs is full and greens
Gentle wind wave the tree
All its leaf gently shaken
To reply hello
Mr. wind how the day
Day will be clam
Cozily at home with family and kids
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Yin And Yang
 
Yin and yang go on so well
Left and right can’t without one
And work together in pair
Just like Adam and Eve
Even mistake together they make
Do not regret do not be blame
Because yin or yang are not perfect
Both double the happiness
Both double the joy
Both double the work
Both double the grow
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You Peoples
 
You peoples
 
my peoples your peoples, my kind your kind that the kind?
My family your family, my friends your friends, my parent your parent,
my brothers and sisters, your brothers and sisters. That human being!
 
What we fighting for? Why there so much dislike and hatred in us all?
Is it the pride? Is it the racial? Or because we just too proud?
Of our tongue, hidden fear showing bravery, became an ugly soul.
 
How much does we really needed? How can we be enough?
We steals, we lies, We cheat, We robs, don't give a damn you suffers and hurts!
Until we get what we want to fulfil our greediness!
 
Why there is war around us? War again my-your own country! War again my-
your peoples!
War again my-your family! War again each other racial!
War of the colour, blinded with evils, craving for power! To kill to conquer a
fellow human being?
 
You peoples, big and small, tall and shorts running warm blooded though the
vain!
You peoples, living on the earth!  enough for everyone to share.
We need each other, joins together this earth, peace loving earthy being!
 
Your peoples
 
By See
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